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Now that you know the basics of German, put your knowledge into practice with the unique stories

and dialogue lessons offered in German Level 2. Read a story about a couple in a restaurant and

then practice ordering yourself a Berliner. Or read a dialogue set in a bank and then form your own

questions, like asking what einhundert Euros would be in American dollars. Behind the Wheel

German Level 2 first reviews vocabulary and basic concepts from German Level 1 and then

expands on these areas, focusing on medium length sentence combinations, versatile vocabulary,

and extensive sentence building instruction to improve conversational skill and listening

comprehension. German Level 2 features both English and native German speaking

instructors.This program includes a companion book and audio transcript to enhance the learning

experience.
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Ã¢â‚¬Å“The audio-only lessons build upon one another, using a native speaker to help you learn

useful words and actually construct sentences from the get-go.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€¢Minneapolis

Star-TribuneÃ¢â‚¬Å“Unlike other audio language programs, this series encourages students to

create their own sentences, making it more fun and conversational than other more expensive

programs.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€¢The Cleveland Plain DealerÃ¢â‚¬Å“Focuses on real-world

conversation...Great value.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€¢Men's Health magazine



MARK FROBOSE is the founder of the Behind the Wheel series. A foreign language instructor for

more than thirty years, he has built a career on "taking the foreign out of language." He is a

nationally recognized foreign language speaker, teacher, and author.

These CDs are fabulous. Even driving our diesal car at high speeds on the highway, I can clearly

hear the speakers. I have the usual hearing loss of a 61 year old and these are wonderful. We

picked up many new things that are the way Germans actually speak rather than how it is presented

in text books. A++

Two thumbs up for Veronika and Mark on this fabulous sequel to Behind the Wheel German 1.I've

just returned from a European trip that cost a fortune, but that netted me some of the finest travel

memories of my and my family's lifetimes.One of the greatest memories of all are those of the

French, Italians, Spanish, and Germans that complimented me on my ability to speak their

respective languages.I owe all of this to the Behind the Wheel programs I have been using over that

past few months.They really work. All of them I have tried.I love the French with Celine, the Spanish

with Luis, the Italian with Ana, and the German with Annagret.My best advice is to tell you to try

these and then use them regularly in your car or on your IPod whenever you have a chance.I never

even use the book, since I'm always on the go, but I'm sure it's useful too.
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